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Review of Galit Hasan-Rokem (Guest Editor), Folk Culture and Popular Culture.
Theory and Criticism: An Israeli Forum
Abstract
At a time when folklorists flounder in America, they flourish in Israel. Being under the perennial threat of
department closures, American folklorists have ventured into the fields of public folklore that politicians
have mined. In contrast, in Israel, while making slow and modest progress at the universities, folklorists
have joined forces with non-academic intellectuals and scholars in other disciplines to present before the
public their latest research analyses and their explorations of new directions. Theory and Criticism
("Teoria unikoret") is one of Israel's leading forums for ideas and scholarship. It is an interdisciplinary
journal that appeals to a growing public of academically educated readers and adheres to scholarly
standards and format. The publication of a special issue devoted to "Folk Culture and Popular Culture,"
following shortly the appearance of a volume edited by Benjamin Z. Kedar, Studies in the History of
Popular Culture (Jerusalem: The Zalman Shazar Center for Jewish History, 1996), attests to the
strengthened position of folklore in Israel.
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hagiographic memory and history extremely rare.
Now David Assaf has written a biographical
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shoulders with government officials and Jewish
maskilim, he led a life of glamour and wealth that
made him a king among the Hasidim, hence the
title of Assafs
book. At the height of his
popularity he was arrested, and he lingered in a
Russian jail for twenty-two months, charged in a
conspiracy to commit murder. After his release he
escaped across the border to Romania and settled
in Sadgora where he renewed his life of glamour.
R Israel of Ruzhin was certainly not a
run-of-the-mill miracle worker.
Hasidic oral tradition retains his image and
narratives of his adventures. More than a hundred
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Rich Man and a Beautiful Woman" and "The
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continues to study.
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